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Abstract
One of the most interesting problems in modern
physics is the determination of the nature of "nuclear
forces" or the interaction potentials between nucleons.
The basic task of a phenomenological theory of nuclear
forces is to find expressions for these potentials, with
as few adjustable constants as possible, which will
account for as many empirical facts as possible. In
the present paper the fact of greatest interest is the
binding energy of the triton, .
Early attempts to ,ccount for the binding energy of
the triton were fairly successful, but were based on the
hypothesis of a central nuclear interaction potential
which was u.nable to account for the presence of an elec-
tric deuteron quadrupole moment. The latter caused the
introduction of tensor interaction potentials, which de-
pend not only uoon the relative locationsof the nucleons
but upon their relative orientations.as well; it was then
possible to set up a description of nuclear forces which
accounted fairly well for the properties of the deuteron.
These forces proved to be ineffective in accounting
for the triton binding energy, however. It was felt that
further imorovements could be introduced into the nuclear
model by employing a Yukawa meson type of interaction and
by using central and tensor forces of different ranges.
iv
The dependence of the binding energy of the triton
upon the range of the tensor interaction force is calc-
ulated using a nuclear interaction potential of the
form:
V(rij) = - Vo 1[ - ig + ig rij)
+ pSij K(r·ij)
r- .2
J(r) e e_
The value of A may be taken from proton-proton scat-
tering data, and various 7alues of - assumed. The con-
stants r and Vo may be fixed, for a given g and- , by
data on binding energy and quadrupole moment of the
deuteron. The constant g may be obtained from scattering
data. For each value, a value of E is found.
To carry out the calculation, a Ritz variation
method was emonloyed, with a four term linear variation
function representing one S state and three D states:
*4V' As r + AD ALa. 9C$ + A011 DP 0D
(4e-eir)-(rl+r2+ r ) YS
S+ S[3 + r 2 2 3 23 ] ?(
.= (rl-r2) e-•(rl+r2t+) •,2 3 - R 22 (23j
(r-"r2) e- 2 rl+r2 .,'*)( E *R)0(6tR)-R)2  .3 'R
Sv
where the spin wave function Smay be represented in
conventional notation as
-, L(' _.(2)- 0(l) (2)]
and whiere rl, r2 and p ae the respective internuclear
distances between N and P, N ahd P, and N and N, and
R rl X r2 . In addition to E, values of the percentage
D state PD were calculated for comparison with magnetic
moment data.
The parsaieters I) , V.,  and W were varied to
obtain a minimum value of E for a given value of the
tensor range parameter C, and PD calculated from the
resulting wave .function. Since the binding energy of the
triton does not as yet have a universally accepted value,
a table ofC (in units of 2.33 x 10 3 cm- 1 ) and of PiD
2.76
has been computed for a reasonable spread of values:
-E (Mev) 2.33 T PD
8.3 1.49 2.9
8.4 1.48 2.8
8.5 1.46 2.8
The value of E turns out to have a marked dependence
upon the value of H . owever, it is necessary to realize
that the value of r affects the binding energy not only
directly but also in large measure through restrictions
imposed on r and Vo through the requirements of compat-
ibility with two-body data.
. a- I I% +÷k4 es 4 uI ,ts.
* k tcf
It was found that all three of the D states made
significant contributions to the energy; the smallest.
contribution, that of the D" state, was of the order
of 5 per cent,
The resulting percent D state PD did not agree
with the experimental value of 3.74 * 0.06. However,
the relation between PD and the magnetic moments is
not in a com=letely satisfactory state, since it was
necessary to assume equality of total (not just nuclear)
n-n and p-p forces. Also, the value of PD may be low
both because of the fact that an upper bound is all
that was obtained for E with the variation method used
and because there is a possibility that the value of
Sused was too small.
The value of - determined corresponded to an
equivalent triplet range for n-p scattering of 1.76
x 10-13 cm., in good agreement with experiment. This
does not, however, furnish a very accurate check.
Further excellent experimental tests could be
made by computing the H3-He3 Coulomb energy and the
binding energy of the alpha particle.
Chapter I
INNT ODUCTION
One of the most interesting problems in modern
physics is the determination of the nature of "nuclear
forces," or the terms in the quantum-mechanical Hamil-
tonian of a nuclear system which describe the. interact-
ion potentials between the nucleons. The basic task of
a so-called- phenomenological theory is to find express-
ions for these potentials, with as few adjustable con-
stants as possible, which will account for as many
empirical facts as possible.
The experimental data used to evaluate the adjust-
able constants and to check the resulting potentials
are primsrily of three types - cross-sections and ang-
ular distributions for various processes, nuclear mom-
ents, and nuclear binding energies. Due to the length
of th6 calculations involved in the theory of even the
lightest nuclei, one can only make use of data on nuc-
lear systems containing a relatively small number of
particles.
While all three types of data will be made use of
in arriving at a set of interaction potentials, the
primary interest of the present investigation is in the
properties of the triton, H*3 , and to some extent in its
mirror nucleus HeQ.
2The triton does not exist in navtue, but may be
produced in a nuclear reaction such as
7 N1 5 + n -- 1 3 4 6C 1 3 .
It is $" radioactive, transforming into He' with a half-
life of about 12 years. The binding-energy difference
between H3 and He has been accurately measured at 0.74
Mev by a determination of the maximum energy of the acc-
ompanying beta-ray spectrum; the calculation of this en-
ergy difference affords an excellent test of the wave
function used in any phenomenological theory.
The most important property of H3 , from the stand-
point of establishing a satisfactory theory, is its bind-
,ing energy. The old value of 8.3 Mev was superseded by
a value of 8.39 Mev (1 ) and there is reason to believe
that a more correct value is 8.50 '/iev as a result of a
new determination of the value of the binding energy of
the deuteron(2).
It is found that the ground state of H3 has a spin
of -. While this precludes the existance of a quadrupole
moment, the magnetic moment of the triton furnishes an-
other very useful check on the wave function used to
describe the triton; the value of the magnetic moment
1 - Rosenfeld, Nuclear Forces, p. 501
2 - Bell and Elliott, Phys. Rev. 74, 1552 (1948)
coordinates; J(rij ) was an exponential potential well.
By inserting data from n-p scattering and from binding
energy determinations of H2 and H3 , they obtained a de-
scription of nuclear forces which would successfully
account for p-p scattering data, the H3-Ee3 energy diff-
erence, and, within 20 per cent., the binding energy of
He 4
It was soon realized, however, that the central
potentials would not be able to account for the electric
quadrupole moment of the deuteron, discovered in 1939(4).
For a detailed treatment see Chapter IV
3 - Rarita and Presen.t, Phys. Rev. 51, 788 (1937)
4 - Kellogg, Rabi, a-sUey and Zacharlas, Phys.
Rev. 55, 318 (192_9
of H3 (and of He3) set a requirement upon the composition
of the ground-state wave function " .
Before the discovery of the electric deuteron quad-
rupole moment, scattering data and binding energy data
could be accounted for reasonably well by the use of a
central interaction potential. The most satisfactory re-
search during this phase of nuclear theory was done by
Rarita and Present in 1937 (3 ). They set up a two-body
interaction of the Majorana-Heisenberg type:
V(rijf - (!L-g• P1ij + gT Piji J(rij)
where Pij was an operator exchanging the space coordin-
ates of particles i and j, and Qij exchanged the spin
r 4
Further types of interaction were required. A search had
previously been made('5) for types of particle interactions
which would be invariant under rotation and reflection
and did not exolicitly involve the momenta of the inter-
acting particles. It was found that there were six types
of interaction which met the above conditions. Four of
these were the simple exchange forces:
Ordinary (Wigner) forces, represented by 1,
Spin-exchange (Bartlett) forces, represented by
Space-spin exchange (Heisenberg) forces, repre-
sented by (r1' 2), and
Space-exchange (Majorana).forces, represented
by (tO•-(0) * '•.
Two others, however, were of the " tensor " type, ob-
tained by combining space and spin dyadics. They were of
the form:
Tensor forces, represented by
S12 - 3 ( r)(? )_ ('Cl, -12)
r2
Tensor exchange forces, represented by (FC1* 2)S1 2.
The above considerations led Rarita and Schwinger
in 1941 (6) to introduce a tensor force into the phenom-
enological two-body potential, giving it the form:
v(r) £1 + g - 4g (r.- 2) + 2•l J(r)
~ - Wigner, Phys. Rev. 51, 106 (1937)
6 - Rarita and Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 59, 436, 556
(1941)
that a suitable wave function would be the combination
3S1 + 3D1. Constants were fixed from data on slow n-p
scattering, deuteron binding energy, and deuteron quad-
rupole moment. It was then possible to predict photo-
electric disintegration cross section, radiative capture
cross section for slow neutrons in hydrogen, and cross-
section for 2.8 Mev n-p scattering. The last was not in
precise agreement with data available at that time, but
is in excellent agreement with present data (7).
Since the Rarita-Schwinger theory had accounted
so well for the properties of the deuteron, it was nat-
ural to apply the potential to a description of the
properties of nuclear three- and four-body systems.
Results proved to be in disagreement with experiment.
The first major research in applying the Rarita-
Schwinger interaction potential to many-body systems was
undertaken by Gerjuoy and Schwinger in 1942(8). In view
of the importance of their work to the present invest-
igation, it will be discussed in some detail.
7 - Bailey, Bennett, Bergstralh, Nuckolls, Richards
and Williams, Phys. Rev. 70, 583 (1946)
B - Gerjuoy and Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 61, 138 (1942)
where J(r) was a square well potential. The presence of
the tensor term in the potential implied that coupling
would exist between the 3S1 state and the higher states,
so that the ground state would no longer be an S state.
Considerations of parity and of the fact that S and J
turned out to be good quantum numbers suggested to them
6The ground state of H3 has angular momentum J = i.
J is a constant of the motion since the interaction poten-
tial was chosen to be rotationally invariant, but S is no
longer a qonstant of .the motion. L is restricted by con-
siderations of vector addition. Thus the ground state might
include 2 S 2 4PI and 4D1
. 
Assuming arbitrarily m =
2 3
the more important S state wave function would be
L .(1) (2) - $(l) 0((2) CL(3)
(The other S state would have a space wave function van-
ishing at rl=r 2 ). To a first approximation, the tensor term
in the potential would couple the important S state with D
states; to a second approximation, with a rather complicat-
ed mixture of states. Since the percentage D state is quite
small, one might expect a negligible amount of P state.
Suitable D states may be constructed by operating on
Ks with rotationally invariant operators obtained by com-
Lbining J he spi n dyadic U1 13 Wi U .h cetinU Zpc UyLau iz
formed from rl, 52, and r X r. It turns out that four 4Di
states may be formed in this manner, of which-three prove
to be independent. One spin wave function is odd in exchange
of the neutrons, and the other two are even.
Gerjuoy and Schwinger chose as a trial variation
function the sum of the S state and the odd D state, with
Gaussian radial dependence, and performed a variation calc-
ulation using the potential of Rarita and Schwinger.
A
They obtained 32 % of the correct value of the binding en-
ergy of the triton, and 4 % D state. (Work on the alpha
particle yielded 50% of the experimental value, and a
check on the deuteron yielded 54%.)
Feshbach and Rarita( 9 ) elaborated on the work of
Gerjuoy and Schwinger by using a Hylleraas expansion.
They obtained an estimated maximum of 40-50% of the exper-
imental value of the binding energy of H3 .
Clapp(10) attacked the problem with several modifi-
cations. Firstly, he included a space-spin-exchange factor,
which he considered to have only a slight effect upon the
triton binding energy. Secondly, he included the other two
previously neglected D states, which turned out to have a
rather large effect, lowering the calculated binding en-
ergy by about 22%. He used a system of hyperspherical har-
monics and a single radial variable, thus simplifying the
problem of expansion in power series. His extrapolated
value for the triton binding energy was about 70 % of the
experimental value.
The preceding researches would imply that the square
well was not too suitable as a description of the inter-
action potential. Furthermore, present-day scattering ex-
periments require a different site of square well for
singlet and triplet states, and different sizes for n-p
and p-p interactions. Since any additional constants tend
9 - Feshbach and Rarita, Phys. Rev. 75, 1384 (1949)
10 - Clapp, Phys. Rev. 76, 873 (1949)
f
8to defeat the purpose of a phenomenological theory, it
would be well to consider other types of wells. Further-
more, as there is no a priori reason for assuming central
and tensor force ranges the same, it would be advantageous
to investigate the result of using potentials of diff-
erent ranges in the hope that more than one correct
result may be predicted by the addition of one more con-
stant.
T ti f 4-JL..L lVstU sa CLI' stoj LU •i VVU W U. U a eUV'O i" oL
be the meson well. Some justification might arise from
the fact that it is the only one derivable from any sort
of basic theory. Considerably stronger justification
arises, however, from the fact that its use, in connection
with different ranges for central and tensor forces, all-
ows prediction of a considerable number of experimental
results and allows preservation of charge-independent
i•-i -
nuclear forces. Preliminary calculations by FeshbachW1)
show that this combination of wells will yield correct
experimiental results for n-p scattering at low and moder-
ately high energies, neutron scattering by ortho- and
para-hydrogen, deuteron binding energy, deuteron quadru-
pole moment, triton binding energy and photoelectric and
photomagnetic disintegration of the deuteron, Furthermore,
the meson well was shown to be capable of more satisfactory
predictions regarding scattering experiments(1 2 ,13), and
11 - Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 76, 185(A) (1949)
12 - Bohm and Richman, Phys. Rev. 71, 567 (1947)
13 - Chew and Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 73, 1409 (1948)
ISIr -4.-.' i
V(rij) - Vo0  • - 2g + 2g (Ci' j)) J(rij) 1
+ rSij K(rij) (1)
J(r) e-r K(r)- -r
The value of may be taken from p-p scattering data(16),
For a given e and C , the constants Vo and r may be
fixed by the binding energy and quadrupole moment of
the deuteron. (15) The constant g, which occurs in
the singlet well depth Vo(l - 2g), may be determined
from scattering data(17).
The value of T which yields the experimental
value of the binding energy of H3 , and more generally
the Variation of the properties of the triton with the
parameter ', is t-e object of the present investigation.
In particular, it is hoped that answers will be found for
14 - Christian and Hart, private communication
15 - Feshbach and Schwinger, to be published
16 - Hoisington, Share and Breit, Phys. Rev. 56,
884 (1939)
17 - Blatt and Jackson, Phys. Rev. 76, 18 (1949)
recent results of Christian and Hart(14 ) on high-energy
n-p scattering show a preference for a meson well as far
as angular distribution is concerned, though their cross-
section data tends to favor an exponential well.
In view of the above considerations, the present
investigation will be based upon e meson well potential
with different central and tensor ranges as used by
Feshbach and Schwinger (1 5), of the form
I
determined value of' correspond?
How sensitive is the calculated magnetic moment to
the value of 1, or, more generally, how sensitive is the
resulting wave function to the value of C, both with
regard to the values of the variational parameters and
with regard to the percentages of various states present?
the following questions:
To what value of -r does the correct triton binding
energy correspond?
How sensitive is the calculated binding energy to
the value of t ?
To what value of magnetic moment does the above
r
i
1
k
I
I
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system shown in Fig. I at
right was chosen, since-r,
the D state wave functions Fig. I - Coordinate
system.
could then be constructed
by operating on the S wave function with simple combin-
ations of the tensor potential operators. The kinetic
energy operator in this system turned out to be
T -2 + +2 2 +
xyl / X22 4Y22 c22
tt+ 2 .M ..5 2 ' r_ 
_ t -. I
k\4x32 ay32 \ qX 2 ýC3 ;72; 3 'ýZ243z$/
2 + + 2 /+ 2 +\U3 1x X- 12 3 x 71i 72
where the subscript 3 has been used to designate the
coordinates of 
.
As discussed in Chapter I in regard to the work of
uerjuoy and Schwinger( 8 ), the wave function was chosen to
,•
Chapter II
PROCEDURE
The major portion of the investigation consisted
in setting up a Hamiltonian including the interaction
potentials (1), choosing a suitable variation function,
and applyin8 the Ritz variation method to determine the
upper bound to the lowest eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian.
A relative coordinate
r
Z
1'S rI~r)
41' ,~(r) 2r· +r 2 I
Sr 1 13 2 2d X,
f(r) = e- A(rl+r2+ )
g(r) = e- i 2 (rl+r •+)
h(r) = (rl-r2) e-V(r!+r2
p(r) (rl-r2) e-(rl+r2+)
The D states are chosen by the same criterion as those
4 i b t diff li htl -In 4- 4
I eUVoy U Qd tchw " r 1- .u . e.L 5 I-ILf
since a different type of coordinate system is uded.
The factors (rl-r2 ) were inserted into the last two rad-
ial wave functions to insure that the total wave funct-
ion was antisymmetric in the coordinates of the two
neutrons.
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be a combination of $ and D states; of the latter there
are three independent ones, which we shall designate D,
D' and D", which possess a total angular momentum of 1.
The specific wave functions used were as follows:
A <; + Ag p +Aoe 0 + Ag* it$0+ 
-A 
Y-/ 
u
13
The theory of the Ritz variation method permits the
automatic choice of optimum wave function coefficients
through the solution of the secular determinant
SH-E j) ; ,j = S,D,DIID. (2)
The optimum values of the coefficients 4 , , , and
s are determined by finding the determinant which.has
as its solution the lowest value of E. Since this would
be n. In J e . el ..J .... ... n... ed t. k i- -n e .+ ..
imating roughly the values of the parameters, some sys-
tematic method of attack must be formulated. In the pres-
ent ihvestigation, the actual computational procedure was
as follows: Firstly, only the S term was considered,
giving a 1 x 1 determinant which was easily soluble, and
a value of X found which gave a minimum value of E. Then
the determinant was increased to a 2 x 2 determinant with
the addition of terms involving the D state and, using
the value of ? previously found, the value ofO was varied
to yield a minimum energy. For the higher values of r ,
the S state was found to be just barely bound, and the
parameters ? and A were varied simultaneously around the
previously determined values. With reasonable values of
\ and A thus determined, the D' terms were added to
form a 3 x 3 determinant and, keepingp and M constant, V
was varied for minimum E. Finally with r , • , andY
reasonably well determined, the entire 4 x 4 determinant
was solved, and E minimized for variations in CA) , with
the other three variational parameters constant.
p 14
At that point one had a rough estimate of E, together
with reasonably good values of ,  , V and L.
The next step is to construct a net of points, varying
those parameters upon which the energy seems to be espec-
ially dependent. In this case, the,S,D and Dt states made
quite large contributions to the energy, whereas the con-
tribution made by the D" state was only of the order of
5 per cent. Furthermore, omission of either the D-D" or
I the D'-D" matrix elements had little effect on the energy.
Consequently, it was decided to keep W constant and make
a net of 27 points with three values each of h , , and V.
Finally, LO was varied slightly.
Determinants were set up for three values of C ,
one of which was chosen to yield a value of E reasonably
close to the experimental value. From the coefficients of
the determinant corresponding to minimum E in each case
. Ad a h^ l -ti lit4 d f 'h - f1-IVV y V uce e e 'U ampu 4es: o eL V CL VuV e
functions and from that the percentage D state and mag-
netic moment.
For convenience in computation, the Hamiltonian
was broken up into a sum of terms, each considered separ-
ately:
H = T,+ (non-tensor potential terms) +
(tensor potential terms)
15
matrix elements, i4 general two methods were used, often
one as a check on the other - a "brute force" method and
a "symbolic" method.
The brute force method involved the expression of
the matrix element as the scalar product of two terms, both
terms expressed as sums of the eight orthogohal spin wave
functions, with space-dependent coefficients. As an ex-
ample, let us calculate (D\D) (not integrated) by this
method.
The general matrix element of the form (ijH-ElJ) was then
written as the following sum:
(i\H-Ejj) = 3.54688 (I\KEjj) + (iIV 1)NT
+ 2 (iTl13j) + (ilT2lj) E (ij)
The multiplying factor in front of the kinetic energy
element (i\KEij) is a consequence of the uhits used (see
Appendix D). The elements (i•VIj)ai represent the sum of
three terms due to the three central-force interaction
potentials, grouped together because of similarity. The
three tensor elements, involving S13 , S23 and S12 resp-
ectively, were designated as (ilT 1 3,1), (ilT 2 3(l), and
(ilT12 ij) respectively, but advantage was taken of the
fact that the first two were equal. The last element,
a normalization element, existed in many of the off-diag-
onal terms of the determinant, since only the S state was
crthogonal to all the others.
With respect to the actual algebraic manipulations
involved in determining the forms of the (non-integrated)
16
By making use of the Pauli soin operator equations,
the D state spin-angular wave function,
r12 1 3 + r22 23S 1 (2) A (3)
C - 2()#( 2)
becomes the expression
[31 (y 1 z l - 2 z 2 ) -3(x1 z1 -x2z
4(1J) OC(2)
o( (1) (2)
((j1)$ (2)
6(1) a(2)
S(3) 2 ( z 1 _2- z 2 2 ) - ( x 12 - 2 2 )2
v((3) 2(zl2-z22 ) - (x1 2-x2 2J
0(3) [3i(7lZl-Y2 z 2 )+3(x 1 zl-x2z j
0(3)
2(zl2_z22) - (x12-x22
3- (yi2-72 2 )+3
i(ylzl-Y2z2)+3(xlzl-x2z2)
i(ylZl-Y2z2) +3 (xizl-x2 z 2
3(x1 2-x2 2
+ 61 (x1Yl-
3:(yl2_2
x272)
from whence 2(DID) = 9(ylzl-y 2 z2 ) 2 + 9(xz1 -x 2 z2 ) 2 +
-12 (r 1 4 r24 + r12 22
or (DID) = 6 1rl4 + r 2 4 + r 1 2 r22(1 - 3 cos 2 G9
o1
a (
I
1)ct(2)a (3)
I
1-
0 0 0
- 3(r -* 2)
g(3)
(1)c((2) A (3)
S ii) 6 (2) i 3)
,3(1) P(2) 6(6)
17
In the symbolic method, which is considerably more
conventional, one expresses all operators in terms of the
Pauli sigmas and uses standard identities to obtain an
element in the form
(S (functions of coordinates alone) +
(terms which, when operating on the
S state spin wave function, make it
orthogonal to itself) I
S= (functions of coordinates alone).
While the symbolic method is more elegant, it has the dis-
advantage that one algebraic error will lead to an incorr-
ect result. In the "brute force" method, on the other hand,
an error will often lead one to a final expression of the
form x1 2 + y1 2 - Z12 + other terms which combine to form
functions of rl 2 , r22 and rl-r 2 alone, from which one can
at once tell that one has made an error in sign and approx-
imately in what part of the computation one has made it.
Once the soin dependence has been eliminated from
4- t 4 4i l 4- i t
he ma r x e emen s, ntegra on over space coordigates
may be carried out with reasonably 
standard techniques as
discussed in Appendix A. Matrix elements, both before and
after' soatial integration, are listed in Appendicas B and
C, respectively.
18
Chapter III
RESULTS
The values of the four variation parameters*, triton
binding energy , and per cent. D state for the three values
of -T used turned out to be:
'T_ AA _ E n
1. 30
2.33
1.51
2.33
1.80
2.33
1.30
1.25
2.2
2.2#
2.2
2.5
2..5#
2.5
2.8
2.8#
2.8
-1.118 2.5
-0.986 2.9
-0.762 3.7
Corresponding values of t and PD for three values of
triton binding energy which pretty well cover the exper-
imental range are:
-E (Miev) 2.33 __ PD
8.3
8.4
8.5
1.49
1.48
1.46
2.9
2.8
2.8
The above values were computed from parabolas passing through
the three experimental points which had the form
E = - 1.3704 - 0.1798 (2.33 t) + 0.2877 (2.33j 12
PD= 3.376 - 2.894 (2.33 t) + 1.708 (2.33 c) 2 .
* For units see Appendix D ;=I i +6ese 1n-"%
# Interpolated
19
The values of the constants j* and
of the values of r used are as follows:
1.30
2.33
1.51
2.33
1.80
2.33
0.2259
0.4074
0.7894
Vo for each
Vo
6.6091
6.0040
4.9121
It was found that all three D states made significant
contributions to the energy; the D" state, least important,
contributed about 5%.
The corresponding equivalent triplet range for n-p
scattering(15) is 1.76 x 10-13 cm, in good agreement with
the most recent determination(18).
18 - Hughes, Ringo and Burgy, in press
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Chanter IV
DISC0USSIb0
The most strik>nŽ resul' obtained was the large sens-
itivity Cf the triton bind&ng ner•y to variatoions in the
range of the tensor force. In fact, the fract-onal varia-
,.-on of the bindi erf "l-t order the fraction-
al variLtion of ,he tensor range, allow:ng the value f
to be set rather definitely- from -experient.
wever, the fact that a vaato I T roduces a
large variation in E is not necesaril an indication that
th~ tensor range per se has a large effect upon the prop-
erve, s of th syst em, fe one T:st e -ar in min d hat the
values of and Vo  erset - y the value of C from two-Slvere two-
body data. Possibly the clearest examole of th•s l•es in
the fact that, while the S-state energy does not explIcitly
dee-d u-ocn t , the variation of ' between the two extreme
cases studied dproduced a suf cint change in 1thre value of
Vo to vary the S state energy fros o ab ut -0.6 to about zero.
The total energy,in contrast, varied only by about 0.36.
The -pr eceding arzg- nt aa,, y be brought cut less strik-
z"r•y but possiiy more satiE actorl by a set of alula-
,tio,• nvolving the S and D (but not D' or D`) wave funce-
ions, for which the values of and V0 were held constant
while the para.e.ter v was are rxplicitl-r0 For the variation
r 21
in T mentioned (from 1.3/2.33 to 1.8/2.33), the energy
changed only by 0.15; use of the correct values of r
and Vo quadrupled the energy change. One must also con-
sider that an increase in " does not only decrease the
range of a potential well but also its depth, so that r
is not purely of the nature of a "range" parameter.
It is of further interest to note that the optimum
value of ~, the S state variation parameter, which is
affected by C only indirectly through Vo and through a
small amount of coupling, varies as It is varied, whereas
the D state parameters , V and W are unaffected.
In general, then, one may conclude that the value of I
affects the binding energy not only directly but in large
measure through restrictions imposed upon other parameters
through the requirements of compatibility with other data.
The binding energy, however, did not furnish any
experimental test of the theory (other than that it was
possible to find a reasonable value of tensor range which
would give the experimental energy); binding energy data
was used simply to set the value of I". One experimental
test,'which may be made with ease but interpreted with
reservations, is the checking of the theoretical PD value
with experimental data on magnetic moments. While PD is
as sensitive as E to variations in C , it is less useful
for comparison with data due to the somewhat uncertain
relation between PD and the magnetic moment.
.22
If the like particles are designated by (1) and (2)
in each case, the magnetic moments of H3 and He3 may be
expressed respectively as(19)
HA (L3z + 2J4A (S1 + S2z) + 2p (S3z)
He KLls + L +z 2z p (Slz ' S2z) + 2A (S3z)
It is apparent by inspection that, whereas the evaluation
of either moment separately requires detailed knowledge
of the properties of the particular wave functions, great
simplification results if one is interested in computing
only the sum of the moments, assuming that the n-n and
p-p interactions are identical
A- IAH + nHe <L z + 2 (AAn  p S z
Treating L and S as vectors and setting them proportional
to J allows the above to be put in terms of constants of
the motion
Sm 2 (' n ÷2A p) - 2 (An + A4 -)
x J(J+1l)+L(L+l)-S(S+1)
2J(J+l)
This etpression may be evaluated for the four states which
might be present and expressed as
jUn * +*p 2-00 ( n +op - ) 3 PD - P4p + 2 P23--
where the last three terms refer respectively to percent-
ages of 4D½, 4 2Pa i states present in the ground state.
2 T 2
19 - Sachs and Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 70, 41 (1946)
1
·1
r
-·
Q
IL?
i
·%
!i: magnitude.
!i• The resulting PID turned out to be 3.74 ± 0.06, def-
i.•initely above the predicted value of 2.8 obtained in the
present thesis. It must be remembered that two assumptions
were made, however, one that the n-n and p-p interactions
20 - Bloch, Nicodemus and Staub, Phys. Rev. 74, 1025
(1948)
21 - Taub and Kusch, Phys. Rev. 75, 1481 (1948)
22 - Bloch, Graves, Packard and Spence, Phys. Rev.
71, 551 (1947)
23 - Anderson, rhys. Rev. -- , 1460 (1949)
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If, in addition to the assumption of equality of n-n
and p-p interactions, we; assume that the ground states of
H3 and He3 are compos-d of S and D (but not P) components,
we may arrive at an expression for PD in terms of exoer-
imental data:
•PD - (+n ÷ M p ) - (A + e )
D x 100 per cent.
2 (#Mn + - )p
These four moments have been measured-precisely and
are:
Moment Value in n.m. Reference
n - 1.91354 * 0.00013 20
IL p 2.79353 ± 0.00014 21
/-,3 2.97968 + 0.00015 22
/ He3  (-)2.12815 23
Errors for the first three quantities were computed from
the convenient table in reference 21. The error in 23
appeared to be smaller than the others by an order of
T 24
were identical, and another that only S and D states were
present.
With regard to the first, the assumption of charge
independence of nuclear forces does not mean equality of
the total n-n and p-p forces but only of the specifically
nuclear portion. The effect of the Coulomb force is to
weaken the p-p interaction; Coulomb repulsion would mean
that the protons would tend on the average to be farther
apart, favoring a larger proportion of D state. Since the
Coulomb perturbation energy is about 9% of the system
energy, and since the increase in PD is proportional not
to the square of the additional D amplitude but to the
product of original and additional amolitude, and since
the perturbation would favor the D state, one might ex-
pect an increase of PD of an appreciable fraction of one
per cent. With regard to the second, P states will appear,
for the treatment of the tensor force as a perturbation
will predict ,their entrance im second order, and even a
small fraction.of. a per cent. of 2 P state would be of helD
in closing the small gap between theory and experiment.
'hereas the experimental value of the sum of the
magnetic moments of H3 and He3 was of some aid as a check
r~vrz,~Sr-Trl~~n +Ils~ncr 4-
on the calculations, experimental dataain the present state
of the theory, would appear to be of no help at all. The
work of Sachs and Schwinger(19), based on reasonable wave
functions, yielded a triton moment smaller than the proton
moment, whereas it was seen that the triton moment is actually
v ;o ;Ilrrnr~r ~,s
25
larger than the proton moment. Of the two proposals put
forth to account for this - a contribution due to exchange
currents produced by a pseudoscalar meson field(24) and
the presence of an extremely large admixture of P and D
components in the ground state wave function(2 5) - the
former is more in agreement with experiment. Unfortunately,
the evaluation of Villars is very rough, and the result
could not be used for a quantitative check on PD"
It is of interest to note that the values of PD for
the triton are quite close to those obtained for the deu-
teron by Feshbach and Schwinger(15)
The value of the effective triplet scattering length,
wlNLe rfurnishing a good check, is not a very precise method
of verifying the value of T . A change in the latter from
1.3/2.33 to 1.8/2.33 produces a change(15) in the former of
only about 5 %, whereas the per cent. error of a suitable
scattering experiment might be about half that value.
With resoect to all of the above data, it must be
remembered that the present calculation yielded an upper
bound to the energy, and that it can hardly be said that
convergence was extremely rapid. Furthermore, it might be
4t A tý 4 hi 4.
no e ha any decrease in s. ound would res r
agreement with experiment as far as PD is concerned. To
set a lower bound by computation of (H2? using the act-
ual wave function would involve tremendous computational
LC difficulties, while use of a simpler wave function such as
24 - Villars, Phys. Rev. 72, 256 (1947)
25 - Sachs, Phys. Rev. 72, 312 (1947)
26
Smight not yield a very useful result. The introduction
of one or more extra pararmeters by splitting up the present
wave functions into members having different exponential
space dependence would not require too much algebraic man-
ipulation, and mighit be especially applicable- to the S state,
since the extra work involved would be simple, fewer extra
elements would be added in comparison with splitting up of
one of the D states, and the parameter A is by far the most
critical of the factors as far as the variation l det'arn-
ation of energy is concerned. Addition of the second S state
or even of a P state might be another possibility.
One must also consider that the value of ( was taken
from old p-p scattering data, and there is reason to believe
(26)that it should be somewhat larger. This would mean a
smaller value of I' and a larger value of Vo for the same
value of , and thus a more negative value of E. Again this
would bring the result for PD closer to experiment.
A straightforward and very effective check on the
present work would be the application of the resulting wave
function to the calculation of the h3-He3 Coulomb energy.
Another' excellent check would be the application of the in-
teraction potentials to the alpha particle; due to the acc-
A
uracy to which the binding energy of He is known, a delin-
itive test of the present theory would be obtained which
would be well worth the large amount of algebra involved.
26 - Beth-e, Phys. Rev. 76, 38 (1949)
27
Further work should surely be done on the effect of
converting from a neutral to a symmetric meson theory,
i.e., premultiplying the interaction potential by a factor
S (•ij) as was done by Clapp(lO)
There remain considerations involving the finite vel-
ocity of the nucleons. The velocity distribuition might well
be investigated by a transformation of the wave functions
to momentum space. Breit(27 ) has derived corrections to the
interaction Hamiltonian on the basis of equations invariant
to order v2/c2, including corrections for a Thomas spin-
orbit coupling, a Larmor spin-orbit coupling, and an inter-
action analogous to that between two magnetic dipoles.
Primakoff and Holstein showed that there also exist many-
body potentials; three-body interactions are of the order
of v/c times the two-body potentials(28). It is expected
that these corrrections would be of especial importance
for the D states.
27 - Breit, Phys. Rev. 51, 248, 778 (1937)
Phys. Rev. 53, 153 (1938)
28 - Primakoff and Holstein, Phys. Rev. 55, 1218
(1939).
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Appendix A
Methods of integration
Since all of the quantities to be integrated may be
expressed as f(r1,r2 ,9 ) or as f(rl,r 2 ,pO), the simplest-
appearing scheme of integration would aooear to be the
use of one of these sets of variables as the integration
variables. This is indeed possible, and the resulting in-
tegral would be of the form
f(rl,r 2 ,9) dr = 4 2 l 2 2 @ d
O x f (rl,r 2 ,9)
or its equivalent
f(rlr 2 .,) d =f4 r i dr1  r 2 dr2  d
x ( 2 d) I
Inspectior of the matrix elements, however, reveal a com-
bination of f, g, h or p, all of which contain the factor
Pin an ex-onentipl. Integration of such quantities by
the second method above, let alone by the first, would
be extremely unwieldy.
Many of the integrals contain exponentials of the
form e-a(rl+r2 )-bp . This s=mmetry in allows the use
of the HIilleraas system explained in detail in Rarita and
Present(s). In this system, one chooses as an integration
scheme the quantities:
i s = rl + r2J, t = r1 - r2 , p as before.
A- 2
One then integrates in the order
f;stLdp)&= fsdf rP (s2-t2) f(s, 9ty)
The results may be expressed in terms of functions
Ha, k s e-as ds e dk
0 f
-which may be easily evaluated by the reduction equation
Ha,b- =1 Sa+b + j .ia,b
j,k a j+k j-,k
c jc!
m mc+l
As an example, let us use this method to compute
the normalization element (SIS).
j -As jdt•((S3S) e ds e- d dt(s2t 2
-As ds e- d2 (, -2 1 4
(H 
- H
, 4 4: '
and E+ - -2A 2 2 3 2
S 41 2.31 2-2: 3+3+2
- -I +S~(2b) 2 524 12(A) 3
or ( ) S8- 7
4h6 4 6
the exponentials in rl and r2
have different coefficients (or where it is
check a Rarita-Present type of integration)
desired to
it is gen-
erally simpler to use the method of Coolidge and James(2 9 )
This system makes use of the integration variables
i= rl + r2 -P S1= rI - r 2 +-P S = - + .2
and an integration scheme in which all variables are int-
egrated from zero
1ý f AA
to infinity:
05 e
f( E,07 ,
As an example, let compute the hormalization element
by this method also.
je d7,( f +p
dqij
+ 24•1 )
(2110o1)(6)+ (lil' 0 )(
(12 + 2)
or (s S) = -
4AO
as before.
Phys. Rev. 51, 885 (1937)
(sls)
(s~s)2
)( + )( +4)
2)]
For integrals where
44~
1
= 4
29 - Coolidge and James,
x (I + # )(1 +4 )(I + 4)
A-4
During the course of the latter integrations, situ-
ations arose in which one was faced with an integral of
the type *
e-al dA e" d 2 )-
where the integration over 4 had been successfully carr-
ied out and where f( , was not divisible by ((+7).
In order to avoid any approximations by the use of infin-
ite series and possible convergence difficulties, it was
decided to carry out simultaneous integration over I and
using a set of integration variables
y = t , x=f -
which transformed the preceding integral to
e- a y  f(x,y) dx
o y
The nature of the f(x,y) was such that the above method
was always sufficient to carry out the integrations
exactly.
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Appendix B
Matrix Elements, Not Integrated
Normalization elements:
d I(S( )
(8 ID) - 0
(SID') = O
( S jD")
(DID)
= 0
S g2
(DID') g h d-t
(D\D") = g p at.
6 rl4 + r 2 4 4 r 1 2r 2 2 (l -
6 r 4 - r 2 4]
(-3) (r 1 2 _r 2 2)r 1 2 r 2 2 (1 - cos 2 g)
dT 6 r4 + r 2 4 - rl2r22(1
(-3) (r1 2+r22)r12r22
- 3 cos2e)]
(1 - cos 2 G)
p2 d, 6 [r2r 2 2 (1(D" D")
3 cos2•j
(D'ID') h2
fh p dy
-cos29)
B-2
Kinetic energy elements:
Let P(u,v) r1 2 ~r
rl2 1 l
+ u2
r1 Jo
r2 ,v)
1 3rl
2 (v(- ýX -
+u zr
r2 2 ýr2
r2 )r_
a2r2
--4
r r 2+
r2 Jo
02v
Then:
(s(KE IS)
(slKE ID)
(S•KEID')
(SIKE )D")
(D IKE ID)
= - Sda P(f,f)
= 0
S O0
- 0
x 6 14 4 + r 22+ r 2 + ! r 2
+ ±E . 1Br!4 + 3r 1
2r 2 2 (l
r, ar, L
(DIKEIDI)¼
+ g g- 6r 2 4 +
S- (g, h) x 6
t 1 4+
+ 3 (r
3ri2r 2 2 ( 1
(r14-r24 )
3r1 2r22 (1
2 2
-r 2 ) r,1
- 3 cos2@)
- 3 cos29
- 3 cos2G
- 3 cos29
2 cos 9
6r24 - 3r 2r 
3(r2-r22)3 (rl ^2 )
ý(1 - 3 cos 2G)
rIr2 cos 9
S•(r 14-r24 )
-6(r12-r22) rlr 2 cos 9
4g ah
rx a
A4 b41
+ / S-
;2v
2 var gr2~
.L. --
(D IEIiSD")
r, 4r !  r2 ar2 .A AJ
x -3)(r 12-r 2 2) r1 2 22 (1 - cos2)
+ gp -12 (r14-r24)
+1 2 (r1 -r 2 ) rlr 2 cos 9
(D'\KE)D') = - (hjh
x 6 rl4 r24 - r2r2 (- cos2@
+ 44h 3h 6rl4 - r 12r2 2 ( 1 3 cos2()
l + 3(r,2+r22 ) r1r2 cos G
+ 4h ah 6r 2 4 - 3r 12 r 2 2 (1 - 3 cos2q)
2 +3 (r 1 2 +r 2 2) rlr 2 cos 9
4h ah
+ -
3 (r14+r24)
-3 rl 2r22 (1 - 3 cos 29)
- 6 (r12+r2 2 ) rlr2 cos 9
(D'\KEID" )) - (hp) + h h 4h+ 4--
l ar1  rl r 2 cr 2  -P T
x -3)(ri2+r22) r12r22 (1 - cos29)
+ hp -12 (rl4 r24)
-12 r12r 22 (1 - 3 cos 2 )
+12 (r 1 2+r22) rlr 2 cos
(DK ) - dC (pp) + 4p apr + e_ A
rl  rlI  r2 4r 2  o
x 6 2 22 (1 (1 - cos2 9)2
2 cos29
-6 rlr 2 cos 9 (rl r 2 )(1-cos2I
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Non-tensor potential elements:
(SVIS)NT = LS(13) + LS(23) + LS(12)
LS(13) = - Vo (1 -g)
LS(23) = - Vo (1 - g)j
LS(12) = - Vo (1 - 2g)
I f2 J(rl) d
Sf2 J(r2) dr
f 2 J(s ) dT
With the exception of the S-S elements listed above,
the non-tensor potential elements are the same as the corr-
esponding normalization elements, premultiplied by -Vo, and
with a factor of [J(r1 ) +J(r 2) + J(..4)] inserted in the
integrand. As a typical example,
(DIVID')NT = LDD'(13) + LDD'(23) + LDD'(12)
LDD'(1 3 ) = - Vo
LDD (23) = - Vo
LD D ' (12) =
- Vo
Sg h J(rl) .(6,r 14 - 6 r 2 4 ) dr
g h J(r 2 )
Jg h J(,,
(6 rl 4 - 6 r 2 4 ) dr
(6 rl4 - 6 r24) dr
T1 3 potential
(s jT1 3S)
elements:
= 0
(S T13 ID)
(SI T13 D' )
(S IT13 ID")
(D IT13 JD)
(D IT3ID")
-rvo ff
- +rV 0 ff
g K(rI l) r2 +(3-9 cos29)r 2r2
h K(rl) S2 -(3-9 cos29r22]
p K(r 1 ) l Lr2r2 (1 - cos2e)
J-0 2 K(rl) -1 2 r14 +
S(r2 -r
-2
(1
-3 cos2
Vo g h K(rl -12 6r24(1-3 • o•29 dT
= - Vo fg p K(rI (i - co
(4 - 10
+ 6 co
(D'lT1 3 pD')
(D T13 )D")
(D"JTt13D")
Srvo h2 iK(rl)
-ro h p K(rl}
-12 r 4
+12 rl2r
+ 6 r24(
6r422
24
3r 2
2
I rl 2
2(1 - 3-cos2G
i - 3 cos 2 9)
(I - cos 29 -1
(4 - 10 cos29
+ 6 cos49) j
r2 2(r )
dC
dr
- -f7V.
r;
D~t,
(1-c-os2g12
B-6
T1 2 potential elements:
(s;T 1 2 fS) = o
(STi12 ID') = O
(SIT 12 D') = O
(DIT1 21D) = -- • j
S12
42
r i
K( p)
4 + r4 2 2 3 co2 - i22 + r 2 2
r 1
2 r2(r1 +r 2
2 1
26 + r12, 22(,r2, 2)
2 (riri cos 9)
r24) (rlr 2 cos 9)
(DIT1 2 D'))
(DI T121D")
S- rv 0
ý12
x
12 rl 6 
- 2r2 + r 2 (r
- 1 r 2 r 2 1 2
-2 4 (r 1 4 -r 4 )(r 1 r 2 cos 9)
6r i -( r , r C o s
rVo ' g p K(P)
x (1
6 (r 2 ra2)(r 1 2 2
L
2
o 2
I
- cos2) dr
ti
,, 2,1 S2
) `21
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(DtI T12 jD') S- rVo f2 K(4
1 [4 + %r 2 (2 3 cos2]
t12 4 + 2!~r2'
- 12 [2rl6 +
P 2 A4 I
-, rl +r2 -) rn22
2 2
-2 r I r 2
cos 9)
( lr 2 co
4-. ,I,
+5(r12 )r2 ri r22
- -rVo fh p K(p.) x
k6X (r1 2+r22)r 1 2r 22 (1
-36 Fr2 2
p~ 1  2 (i - cos
-r Vo j 2 K(yp) 6 [r 2r
s 9)
- cos2)T
29) 32
d
dC
2 2 ( l - cos29) d2
r 2
(D'\T12 D")
(D" T12 D")
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Appendix C
Matrix Elements,
Normalization
(S jD) .
(SjD')
(S D")
(DID)
(DID')
(DID")
(D' ID')
Integrated
elements:
- 7
= 0
=0
-0
= 1232 1
= 4576 61
= -14976 61
(tA+ 13
- 164736 61
5 12
(D' ID") _ 708864•
5
(D"J D") = 82944
,...,, !lll)--)·
(2&416
61
Kinetic energy
(s •KE I S)
(S IKE ID' )
(SIKE JD" )
(DIKE ID)
(DIKEID' )
(DIKE)D")
elements:
15
0
O
= O
S318 8
61
(A+V) 11
6
[4560ou 
- 240 .o2j
26048 22
L5 A #54208 A4L35 1
(D' IKE ID' )
(D' IKEID")
(D" I KI D" )
47584 61
5 (2V) o1 0
-61 1]63968 2 _ 607488y
(V+) 14 L 5 5
-
1 2 6 7 2 P2
5
7068672
5
61
(2W 14
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Non-tensor potential elements:
3 Vo(1-g)E
4
8 16
3 2 2(2+1) (2 A+1)
+ 16
(2)k+1)4
-6! Vo 3/4 2 6 3/2A• (2 A+1) 4 6 2A+1ýA++i
-I, 8
4 5
:- - 6 Vo
352
( 6v)6^ V+ +1)4
64
(IA+V) 3 ( +V+) 7
16 28
+ 3 6 2 7
S(29+1) a ( +1) 
672
,+v,8 +) 2
288
(•+V) 0-5 (M+V+ )5
320
(Ae V)82 a+1 )
7 /25 +14AA. (2,u+l)
36
,( 2A+1) 8
480
÷(A+V) 7 (Af- V+l) 3
+ 128
•.v)4AcV+1)6
480
(phr+V) (A+V+ 1l)
(DI V ID") NTT1 = + 6! Vo 1344
Cr~lut3Gt~,l+
832 -384
+ 6+ b5 7+
1920
(A+eA.) (b•+w+l)
0
7488/5
(.,,)2 k ++i1 ) 10
1408
+ +
(@ 43)(pw 1)9
(D vlID)NT
(D1jV ID' )NT
(s IV8) NT
0-4
(D'(VID') - 6. Vo 21/4 21/4 63/8
-2 8 3 7 63/4V9 (2V+1) v (2v+1) (2+!)
33/2 453/10 336/5
S6(2V+1)5 (2v+1)6 + (2V+1)
102/5 1304/5 5064/5
3 8 2 9 OD
v (2V+1) v (2v+1) V(2v+l)
- + 61 Vo
8448
(v+ )7 (v+w#I)
+ 1536/5
(V+w) 4 (v+ •-1)9
10752 +
(v+) 9 (v +#+ 1)4
5376
+ +(V+) 6 (V++1)
+ (51456/5 +
( +W) 3(V+1~+) 10
10752
8 (v++l1) 5
-384/5
(v+W) 5(V+ 1)
12288
(t + ) 2 ( +(+1) 11
(Dl"V|D")NT 
- - 61 Vo
-3840
6 (2v+*1)
672 2016 1152
6 + 8 7 +7 8(2w+)1 w (2w+1) w (2wkl)
-6912/5 27648 50688
+ (25 10  ( 1 )1 3(21)12,.J .( 2 W -1l) w 4 ( 2 . •-!)" 1,3( • , ) 1 2
(D'IVlD")NT
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T13 potential
(SIT 1 31 D)
elements:
-r~P 4032/5 +
(A+A) 3( A+*I r) 4
+ 1344 61
( +,A) ( t+ A+W)
-, rVo
t2
(S IT1 3 ) D") t
-4608
(ý+w)4 6
-25344
(X+v) (N+v +"
3840
[( 2+ 4
-23040
)6 4++)
18432
+ 3) (N+ c) 7
+ -20736
(+ v) (W+ v+-)
+ 6912
(X+v) (X-+V+T)7
-27648
5 5
+ 16128
+Aw)2 (A +c)
(DIT1 31 D) = +P~ 288 1152 27072/7
V (2v+c V (2v+T) (27+)7/
81792/7
812 7v (2V+t
= - Vo
_
(DIT 1 31 D')
21888
w (2pc+r-)
-62208 -87552
50680/7 48384( 4+v  (•+ t)0 (• v) 3 (+v÷)
-148608 -299520
2 + +(4v2(M +w r)8 C+v) (•÷+-•t)
8064/5
(A + k) N( + -r)s
(SIT13\D')
0-6
(DIT 131 D") = 6' 11
13504/7
+ (j,-)) 6  6
+ -9088/5
(.+w),3 (A+w+t ) .
(D'IT 31D') = r VoT
275211/14
+4 2 7
v (2v+ i-
rvo
-3072
(v+&h 7(v +4w)
44544/5
(v+w) 4 (v+.r)
S9408/5 + 26 8
+ 3072/7 -5184/5
w) 5 (A++) (a+w) 4 +,) +)8
-6336/5+ 2 ÷ 1015 
-3780 -7344 -179280/7
Iv (2Vv+)) v ( " +' )5 (2+ r)
104832 -117504 -1154304
+ 3 8 2 9
Y(2Y+y) v (2y+S) V(2v+tr)
75264/5 75264/5
9 4 +  8 5(v+ W) (v +10 T) (v-) (v+w-r)
-81408/7 O
(v++) (v 4t) (v+b) 5(v 4u+r)
+ -10752/5
(v+w) (v+, r)
-10752(2 (v+ )+ W)~c (v +u*r
(D"IT 1 3 ID") = 6. rvo
2496
w6(23~.•)
-336 -1008 -504
9 6 8 7 87 •2)
w (2n~J~r) so (2w+r) (r)
2880 -9216 -21120
S5 (2a)10 44 (2w+T)1 3(2w+)1 LW (0
(D'|T13D")
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T1 2 potential
(D:IT 21 D)
elements:
= -611 -7/5 -285 _-12
-16 -56/5
(-2P+C
(DI T1 2 D' )
(DIT 12ID")
S-6J LY~.2
-1C
= -,8, Vo
'- ! r
1152
+ 4-•A
(peo44G~)t )
-448/5
L(M+v)(,+ r) 4
+4 -1664/7
(+ v) 4 (X+ v+) 6
+ :]_-1184/5
()Xwv ) 2 (W^ +) 8
256
+ 10243
A+t4&+ c)
-896/5
(+v) 5 (At +)
S -1856/7
u + v) 3 (#+v+v )
+ -128
W~v) (,"+ V+Tr)9
768
+ 2304/5
4 2 u+0+r)101
(D'l T121D') = -6' IV
+ -792/5
4 (2yr )
-36/5 -144/5 -372/5
_(2,)_ .+ j-144/5 _(2,0 6
-1552/5 -3008/5 -4128/5+ + 8-2 94+  10
3(2)r% (2W)g ) ( 40+r) )V:(2Uas
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(D'IT 12 1D") = -6, ItO
I
-7680/7 -23040/7
(v+) 7 (v + )6 (+) 6 (v*+)7
+ -20736/5 + -6144/5
(V+ t• 5 (v+wi--r) 8 (v +w) 4 (iv+wu)-t) 9
16896/5 + 3072
(v+W) 3 (v+w"#+T) 10 (V+w) 2(v+w+c)u
(D" \T12 JD" ) -61 roT;- 11526 9
w (2w+v)
21888/5
5 10
t (wi y
9216 8448
+ 4 (2.r) w3 (2%+t)
D-1
Unit of energy:
Unit of length:
Appendix D
Units
8.33 Mev
2.76 x 10 - 1 3
2.33
The uhit of energy was chosen to be a reasonable est-
imate of the binding energy of the triton.
The unit of length was chosen to be ro/2.33, where
ro satisfies the equation
= 0.64
M = mass of nucleon
'D= - B. E. of deuteron (2.23 Mev)
cm.
to M C2
-Appendix E
The Ritz Variational Method
One wishes to find an estimate of the lowest eigen-
value of a Hamiltonian H using a linear variation function
%= Z kiv'i
with the A's adjusted to obtain the lowest possible est-
imate of the energy E.
Inserting the trial function into the usual form of
the variation principle, one obtains
4H Y dC
A H A
- j i--.
Ai* Aij Aj
1ji
ZAi **Yý HY /i % tI (P, A(k AT
, where Hi j k4l-.
& E J4Ii'PJ "i:
which may be written as the equality:
TAi E j A
B A.
2.3 j S Ai Hi j A
If we differentiate both sides of this equality with re-
spect to the various coefficients Ai*, and impose the
condition 6E/Ai* = 0, thus assuring choice of optimum
coefficients, we obtain a set of simultaneous equations
Z(Hij - E 4j) Aj E O
which will possess a solution other than zero only if
Hij - E& O
from which the lowest eigenvalue estimate and the assoc-
iated transformatlcn coefficierts may be obtained.
- -- - -`-
-!
The transformation coefficients, along with1 the norm-
a lization int ral s, enaabl ~he comrutation of PD, the per-
centage D state. The latter is defined in terms of a wave
functi•on
ý = Bs + BD D
where and D are the normalized S and D wave functions,
by the expression
P D 100
(Bs) + (BD)
The expressions Bs and BD may be evaluated at once
by noting the identities
B s  s = A s  $
BD D = A0  D + A 0 O"o + A,1' PO"
from, which one may derive the relations, uslng t.he nota-
tion of the thesis,
(Bs)2 = (S IS) as2
2
(BD)2 2 (DID) + A,2 (D'IlD) + AOo(D" )
+ 2 AA .(4.'i ( 2 AD A D"jI)D + 2 AgoADD'ID )
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